BROTHER WORKHORSE SERIES
PRINTERS & MFPs
The Brother Workhorse Series features a full line of color and monochrome printers and MFPs that are designed to help mid- to large-sized businesses
optimize workflows, enhance productivity, and improve their bottom line. The Brother Workhorse Series is equipped with advanced security features,
robust paper handling, and in-demand business functionality including scanning directly to email, searchable PDF formats, and to editable Microsoft
Office documents1. These devices deliver fast printing, and scanning speeds and include access to popular business cloud services2 to support growing
mobile workforces. Flexible and scalable configurations let you choose the right devices for your business.
RECOMMENDED
MODEL

RECOMMENDED
MODEL

Color Laser

Monochrome Laser
HL-L6250DW

HL-L6400DWX

MFC-L6750DW

MFC-L6900DWX

HL-L9310CDW

MFC-L9570CDW

Max Print Speed3

48ppm black

52ppm black

48ppm black

52ppm black

33ppm color / black

33ppm color / black

Input Paper Capacity
(std. / max.4 sheets)

570 / 1,610

570 / 2,650

570 / 1,610

570 / 2,650

300 / 2,380

300 / 2,380

Output Paper
Capacity
(std. / max.4 sheets)

150 / 150

250 / 1,050

150 / 150

250 / 250

28ipm / 56ipm (mono)
20ipm / 34ipm (color)

50ipm / 100ipm (mono)
20ipm / 34ipm (color)

Max. Scan Speeds5
(simplex / duplex)

N/A

150 / 150

N/A

52ipm / 104ipm
(mono & color)

2.7" color touchscreen

7" color touchscreen

Display

1-Line

1.8" color touchscreen

Max. Replacement
Toner Yields (pgs.)

12,0006

20,0006

12,0006

20,0006

9,000 BK / 9,000 (C, M, Y)7

up to 5,000

up to 10,000

up to 5,000

up to 10,000

up to 6,000

100,000

150,000

100,000

150,000

80,000

TN820, standard-yield,
black, 3,000 pgs.6

TN890, ultra high-yield,
black, 20,000 pgs.6

TN436BK, super high-yield, black, 6,500 pgs.7
TN436C, super high-yield, cyan, 6,500 pgs.7
TN436M, super high-yield, magenta, 6,500 pgs.7
TN436Y, super high-yield, yellow, 6,500 pgs.7
TN439BK, ultra high-yield, black, 9,000 pgs.7
TN439C, ultra high-yield, cyan, 9,000 pgs.7
TN439M, ultra high-yield, magenta, 9,000 pgs.7
TN439Y, ultra high-yield, yellow, 9,000 pgs.7

20,000 pgs.
ultra high-yield6

6,500 pgs.
super high-yield7

Recommended
Monthly Print
Volume8 (pgs.)
Max. Monthly Duty
Cycle9 (pgs.)

4.85" color touchscreen

Sale Price

TN820, standard-yield,
black, 3,000 pgs.6
Replacement
Toners6,7

TN850, high-yield, black,
8,000 pgs.6
TN880, super high-yield,
black, 12,000 pgs.6

In Box
Toner Yield (pgs.)
Toner Sale Price

12,000 pgs.
super high-yield6

TN820, standard-yield,
black, 3,000 pgs.6
TN850, high-yield,
black, 8,000 pgs.6
TN880, super high-yield,
black, 12,000 pgs.6
TN890, ultra high-yield,
black, 20,000 pgs.6
20,000 pgs.
ultra high-yield6

TN820, standard-yield,
black, 3,000 pgs.6
TN850, high-yield,
black, 8,000 pgs.6
TN880, super high-yield,
black, 12,000 pgs.6

12,000 pgs.
super high-yield6

TN850, high-yield,
black, 8,000 pgs.6
TN880, super high-yield,
black, 12,000 pgs.6

WORK FROM HOME SOLUTIONS
Brother also offers printers with a smaller footprint and lower cost to help your customers thrive in work from home from environments and adapt for
the future office of tomorrow.

Max Print Speed3

Monochrome Laser

Color Laser

MFC-L2750DW

MFC-L3750CDW

36ppm black

25ppm color / black

Input Paper Capacity
(std. / max. sheets)

250 / 250

Output Paper Capacity
(std. / max. sheets)

100 / 100

150 / 150

N/A

Simplex: 29ppm (mono) / 22ipm (color)

2.7" color touchscreen

3.7" color touchscreen

4,5006

3,000 (BK) / 2,300 (C/M/Y)7

up to 2,000

up to 1,500

15,000

30,000

Max. Scan Speeds
(simplex / duplex)

5

Display
Max. Replacement
Toner Yields (pgs.)
Recommended Monthly
Print Volume8 (pgs.)
Max. Monthly Duty Cycle9 (pgs.)
Sale Price

TN223BK, standard-yield black 1,400 pgs.7
TN223C, standard-yield cyan 1,300 pgs.7
TN730, standard yield 1,200 pgs.6

Replacement
Toners6,7

TN760, standard yield 3,000 pgs.6
TN770, standard yield 4,500 pgs.6

TN223M, standard-yield magenta 1,300 pgs.7
TN223Y, standard-yield yellow 1,300 pgs.7
TN227BK, high-yield black 3,000 pgs.7
TN227C, high-yield cyan 2,300 pgs.7
TN227M, high-yield magenta 2,300 pgs.7
TN227Y, high-yield yellow 2,300 pgs.7

In Box Toner Yield (pgs.)

700 pgs.6

1,000 pgs. 7

Toner Sale Price

For more information, reach out to:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Requires an Internet connection.
Requires an Internet connection and an account with desired service.
Based on one-sided printing. Change from default setting required.
Additional purchase required.
Scan speed measured with all advanced features turned off using LTR size test documents at 300dpi.
Approximate toner cartridge yield in accordance with ISO/IEC 19752 (letter/A4).
Approximate toner cartridge yield in accordance with ISO/IEC 19798 (letter/A4).

8 The recommended range of monthly printed pages to achieve the best possible performance and printer life. Printers are intended to handle occasional
usage beyond this range with little or no effect. Consistently printing above the recommended print volume, however, may adversely affect the print
quality or life of the machine. It is always best to choose a printer with an appropriate recommended print volume to allow for any anticipated increase
in printing needs.
9 Maximum number of printed pages per month and can be used to compare designed durability between like Brother products. For maximum printer
life, it is best to choose a printer with a duty cycle that far exceeds your print requirements.
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